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Fainting demands a successful integration of all its ele
ments and parts into a whole that is functional. However, its 
chief purpose is to assume its relative position in the 
whole of the arts, of science, and of culture, A painting is 
the product of a man’s imagination, hut the man is a product 
of his society and environment, To gain insight into a work 
of art we first must knew something of the contributing fac
tors so that its worth may he estimated more accurately.
Since we are a part of the culture in which this work took 
place, such action is difficult because in the process we 
must do some critical introspection and examine our society. 

This essay, a large portion of which is a product of 
that critical introspection, is an attempt to analyze and 
evaluate my philosophy and painting.
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PERSONAL DETOOEH1ET • •

In 1933 when I was in the third grade ©f a California
grammar sehoel, I first heeame. aware of my interest in art*
But' it was not until 1949 that 1 "began seriously to apply my
self in the art field0 " The intervening years, generally 
speaking, were ones of unrest0 The depression aftermath and 
the turmoil of World War II had an effect upon me, I hardly 
had begun high school when the attack on Pearl Harbor occurred, 
and as the war wore on with no apparent end in sight I became 
increasingly restless» I assumed that after high school 
graduation I would be drafted into the armed forces, and with 
such a future confronting me I eared little for studies and 
classesD I had no plans for a time when the war would be 
over, when I .could pursue a normal existence and plan for the 
future o

After serving twenty-three months in the Army Air Force,
I was suddenly released into civiliah life with no change in 
my outlook on life* Except for the realization that there 
was a future and that I would have to make myself a part of it
in some way, there was little change in,my philosophy* After
an unsuccessful start in an aviation technical school, I en
rolled in Pasadena City College and began my college training* 
During that first semester at Pasadena I took my first art 
course, along with the usual freshman required subjects* .The



art class itself was insignifieant, tot the other subjects 
were of great benefit to me as they served to broaden my view
point on life in generalo Ideals and concepts that I had 
thought to be true were shattered, and I was forced to create 
a foundation upon which to construct new truths o •- This foun
dation, as 1 have chosen to call it, was nothing more than an 
open mind,. Also I realized that I must be critical of new 
ideas and so-called established truths, and that I must make 
them function and agree with the foundation upon which they 
were placed«,

X have cultivated and fostered these ideas and have sin
cerely tried to maintain them with soundness and integrity as 
I think one with an open mind should<, But such a task has 
not been an easy matter for there have been times, and I ex
pect there will be other times in the future, when I have 
disregarded viewpoints without fully evaluating them0
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PU M Q E H ieA L  DSTOOFaiST

Early in the period in which ± "began to work in the 
realm of non^ohjeetiTe art 1 felt the need for a supporting 
philosophy to the type of work I was doing» I could not help 
but wonder why I used abstract and non-objective forms in
stead of painting scenes which could be recognized and appre
ciated by alio I wanted to know why and by what right an 
artist distorts nature or uses forms that are completely di
vorced from natureo 1 had to find, in my own mind, a just 
reason for abstract and non-objective painting0 There was no 
guide to aid me in my philosophical endeavor except an open 
mind and critical analysis,, I tried to use these tools as 
effectively as my capacities would allow,, •

It seemed reasonable that since man was conceived with a 
mind and the ability to think with it, he was free to think 
in terms of his own choosing,, In other words, the artist 
through his freedom of thought may create forms to express 
himself„ And so I felt that abstract and non-objective art 
was, in effect, the expression of this freedom of thought.

Recent history seems to substantiate and make valid this 
approach. Hitler and Stalin, both fearing free thought with
in their respective countries, stifled the modern painter, 
"Russia has no modern artists today. Coerced into serving the 
State, the painters and sculptors of the USSR have lost their
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right to dream* Stalin deseribes what they must picture; „ o'*' 

While at Pasadena City College I was enrolled in an 
excellent design course, and it is quite natural that design 
and composition should enter strongly into my philosophy of 
arto I began to feel that design was the most important ele
ment of a painting* "It seems to me that the thing which
minting has in common with architecture, and fabric and 
ceramic, and furniture design is design©w I placed so much 
importance on design I felt that a painting which did not 
make the design perfectly obvious for all to see was inade
quate* Eon-objactivity laid bare the design qualities of
painting, exposed the intrinsic qualities of line, space, 
color, form, and texture', and their particular functions in 
the composition without the superficial and inhibiting recog
nizable objects*

All that was required of any observer was that he look 
and feel, for everything the painting had to say was right on 
the surface of the canvas * I was convinced that in represen
tational painting where the shapes assumed recognizable forms 
the design was hidden or camouflaged from the viewer * Thus 
the layman was misled into seeing nothing but the objects, and 
the whole function of the painting was allowed to escape*

1* ' Maude Kemper Riley, "What Is Modern Art?55, Fortnight, 
XII (dune 9, 195$), 13*

2* Hilaire Hiler, Why Abstract?, pp* 14=15«



In Hilaire Eller's book ®m abstract art I f©and snff1 = 
dent snppert f©r my philosophy, . Eller relates an incident 
in which he came upon two house painters eating their lunch 
by their morning's work, "These two painters were all in 
white and surrounded by white and all these whites were dif
ferent! The first coat on the wall was not as white as was 
the white of the second coat, The overalls were a different 
white from the drop cloth, the white paint was the whitest 
white where it was still in the pot or running down the sides
of ito The paper was a little, not much, on the cream side.

3The drop cloth was a little on the grey side.n When Hiler 
came upon this scene, he immediately sensed the beautiful 
color and its relationships. However, when he rushed home to 
paint what he had seen, he found that the flesh color of the 
painters' hands and faces disturbed the sequence and color re
lationships which he- wanted. He also discovered that paint
ing the hands and faces of the workmen white to fit the rest 
of the composition was not the solution. "In short I found 
out in the long run that the only way I could use these dif
ferent whites and not completely distract from what I consid
ered and still consider their beautiful and subtle relation
ships to one another was to leave out the hands and faces, and

4the painters, and there I was— -as abstract as hellI"

3» Hiler, op. olt., pp. 24-25» 
4b Ibido, p. 25.



I relate this "because it had a tremendous effect upon my 
philosophy concerning art= I believed that the present dy
namic society required am expression entirely different from 
that of the past, for the past was completely dead* It 
seemed logical that mom-objective art was this new expres
sion.

Up to and including this stage of development my work 
improved steadily, and I was encouraged.

During my junior year at this institution I enrolled in 
a beginning oil painting class, where fortunately I was 
forced into painting objectively and thereby began to see the 
relationship between representational painting and the design 
quality I enjoyed so much. This class also played an impor
tant role in the development of my present philosophy toward 
art and artists.

However, before that came about the two-dimensional 
surface of the canvas began to intrigue me. As I said before, . 
I once felt strongly that everything a painter had to say was 
right on the surface of the canvas. I began to paint more 
and more in the realm of the two-dimensional. I asked myself, 
*How- can a painter impose three dimensions on a two-dimen
sional surface?*1 The problem was quite troublesome and had 
its effect in retarding.the growth of my painting. Everything 
I attempted had the same quality about. it, and over a period 
of months it became increasingly apparent that I had reached 
a plateau in my development.



Yet new ideas found their way to me that strengthened 
the two-dimensional concept rather than giving me something 
upon which to reconstruct different concepts» Such ideas as: 
any illusion of the third dimension in painting is,.'in effect, 
a denial of the canvas upon which the pigment is applied«
Also the standard comment: why paint realism when a camera
will do it "better? I believed the linear perspective of the 
Renaissance was of the same affinity as representational 
painting and, being ‘such, it restricted and confined cre
ativity rather than releasing and complementing it„

Slowly the realization came to me that those ideas 
and concepts along with my philosophy of art were the retarding 
factors in my growth„ I was definitely up a wblind alley,*
To back up and make a fresh start, of course, requires consid
erable revamping and revaluation. I was fortunate to have 
the guidance of the art staff to aid me in finding the errors 
of the past philosophy and to point out new paths of thought 
and action.

In revamping X went back to the foundation and selected 
certain ideas that would brace and support my eventual accep
tance of the third dimension in painting.

That modern art is the expression of freedom of thought, 
seems valid enough, yet, in the beginning, I chose to twist 
it into a narrow supposition rather than accept it as the 
broad concept that it is. Modern art does not exclude realism 
or representational painting any more than it excludes abstract
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er mom-ebjeetive art styles= Subject matter is of no impor
tance, XfJiatj them, is the purpose of the modern artist?
The ensuing paragraphs, I hope, will answer -this question* 

There earn be no denial, in my mind, that art is commu
nicative, but there may be some doubt in the minds of the 
layman as to what the modern artist is trying to express 
through abstract and non-objective art. The layman feels he 
understands representational painting because the objects or 
forms used by the artist are not distorted. Yet it is not 
the objects themselves the artist is trying to portray, but 
their essence and function to the whole. Ban of every age has 
reflected his thoughts and emotions in terms compatible with 
his environment. ?1Every age, in fact every work of art, ex
ists in time, takes its place in a sequence that is always 
growing, changing, evolving. Furthermore, most works of art
were and are created with a definite function to perform, ©f-

5 -ten in a definite location.n Ban has used his art to express
his thoughts toward the world he lived in. The smaller his 
world or the more limited his knowledge toward it, the more, 
limited his art expression has been. Today the modern artist, 
although his paintings differ greatly from those of the an
cient man, nevertheless is experiencing exactly the same 
stimuli as the Renaissance man, the Egyptian, and the Cro- 
Magnon cave man. That stimulus is the artist’s environment.

5. Helen Gardner, Art Through the Ages, p. 24.
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"In eaek age of human history man was compelled to 

search for a temporary equilibrium in his.conflicts with na
ture and in his relations with other men, and thus created, - 
through an organization of visual imagery, a symbolic order 
of his psychological and intellectual experiences <, These 
forms of his creative imagination directed and inspired him
toward materializing the potential order inherent in each6
stage of history**

The modern artist knows only too well that man cannot 
bear chaos any better than a painting can withstand chaos. The 
modern painter senses the necessary order of the universe, the 
necessary order of a beautiful building, the necessary order 
for man to advance economically and culturally. Sensing this 
order as he does,'he tries to communicate this fundamental 
order to mankind through his painting, sculpture, or architec
ture 0

To express this order, the artist must compose the dif
ferent elements into wholeness and present them as such to 
■convey meaning to the viewer. Composition, as the dictionary 
states, is the art of arranging ideas, concepts, emotions, 
etc. in order by use of literary, musical, or other artistic 
means of expression so as to make a connected whole = The 
artist must never deviate from composition for, as Eller 
states, it is basic to all forms of expression. It is of

6 * Gyorgy Kepes, Language of Vision, p. 14*
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little eenseqaenee what form it takes or what me^imm is 
utilized, for composition to make an organic whole is of ut
most importanceo Abstract, non-objective, realism, repre
sentational painting, even photography, becomes a valid ex
pression as long as unity through composition is present in 
the work.0: ,

In order to compose freely and spontaneously the artist 
must have full command of all the elements» Any painter, I 
realize now, who does not accept the third dimension and work 
with it in his painting is establishing a limitation upon his 
creative abilities. The fact that it is illusionary is of 
little importance, for even a mere dot on a bare canvas will 
induce a three-dimensional sensation.

Through past experience it has become so embedded in our 
minds and visual perception that objects do exist in different 
planes that we naturally read this fact into everything we 
observe. The artist must take advantage of this phenomenon 
and utilize it and adapt it to his purpose.
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IHE P A H O T S S

1h this thesis 9.MA Series of Original Paintings in the 
H'on-ebjective Stf"le??l I have endeavored to present a concrete 
explanation of my present philosophy toward art» I have con
scientiously worked with the third dimension and tried to 
fuse it with non-objective painting= This thesis is not only 
representative of a philosophy of art new to me, but it is 
also indicative of a new and different approach to painting 
for me» Previously I used charcoal or a brush loaded with 
black paint or some other color to draw on a blank canvas»
I carefully executed the composition in line and then added 
color in the various shapes* Thus each painting became to me 
a simple process of space-breaking without allowance for de
velopment, change, or evolvemeht as the work progressed. In 
short, I was not taking full advantage of a plastic medium*
With the approach to painting I have described above, the•*
blank canvas defies any effort on the part of the artist to be 
spontaneous *

The approach I made to painting in this series is not 
startling; nevertheless, it is new to me. Starting with color 
and with no set composition in mind, the terrifying effect of 
a bare canvas becomes minimized and the artist attains more 
freedom to eompbse the parts into a whole. One part will sug
gest or require another part, and so on until the canvas is
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coveredo Stick an approach continually keeps the painter in 
a state of adjusting, redoing, removing, etc0 to maintain 
"balance, movement, and spatial relationships =,

Feeling more akin to the non-objective approach to paint
ing, I naturally selected that style for my thesis painting. 
Starting on a new approach to painting and conscientiously 
trying to apply the philosophical development, I felt it 
necessary in each of the paintings to restrict purposely my 
palette and use the direct painting method to minimize the 
interference of technique, Concerning myself with such new 
problems as the third dimension, tension, and movement into 
space, I felt it necessary for a successful conclusion to the 
work to restrict it in such a manner.

On all the paintings I used an eld, flat ferrule water- 
color brush, The soft bristles, I find, give a greater vari
ety of texture,

The first paintingj a 30 x 4© inch stretched canvas, is 
probably the least successful of the five. During its produc
tion I forced myself to be conscious of the texture, movement, 
and spatial relationships, and by doing so I feel some of the 
freshness was lost, The painting has the appearance of being 
labored over,.which is a characteristic T dislike in a paint
ing, Since little Medium is used, the paint is piled up in 
a dry-brush effect, making the texture quality quite evident, 
almost to the point of monotony<,

Movement over the canvas and into space is simple. The 
eye enters at the bottom, comes up into the dominant form on
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the right, hack and ©Ter int© the black area, out again 
into the oval shape on the left, and down and still farther 
out into the black form and loop areaQ The tension between 
the greens forces the eye back into the dominant area,on the 
right again, and then the eye.travels ever the painting 
againo

There is relatively little linear statement in this 
first painting because I tried, in an effort to regain spa
tial relationships, not to depend upon it as a crutch for 
compositiono

Although this painting is not so successful as the 
later works, I did learn many valuable lessons, which I ap
plied to the following paintingso

The second painting, an .18 x 24 inch canvas, is consider
ably more successful than the first0 The primary thrust in 
the first painting is repeated in this second work.. The eye 
enters at the bottom again and thrusts up to the main focal 
point. From there the eye movement is picked up and started 
in a counter-clockwise motion that ends at the subordinate 
yellow in the lower right-hand corner= The tension between 
the yellows returns the eye to the dominant focal point near 
the center of the panel. What little texture there is in the 
painting is more spontaneous in nature than that of.the first 
thesis painting. The depth of penetration also is more shal
low than that of the first canvas.

Line in this second endeavor reappears, but in a differ
ent status. Where it was dominant in my work before this
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tkesis, it is now subordinate to the wholes The line, in 
this case, m s  applied to.the canvas with the edge of a 
palette knife0

The third painting is on a canvas measuring 18 x 30 
incheso Such proportions present greater problems in move
ment and spatial relationships than the conventional shapes„ 
This canvas also is the first in which I used the underpaint
ing of previous starts in the finished composition=

Line began to take a more dominant position again, but 
it never completely dominates the composition as in the 
others of this series. Most of the line in this painting is, 
scratched through with the end of a brush or the point of a 
palette knifee

The movement again is in the simple circular pattern, 
but there is more fluctuation between warm and cool colors 
than in the first two paintings„ The depth penetration is not 
so great as in ^Humber One” but is considerably greater than 
?:fHumber Two „ ”

Tension between areas, colors, and lines becomes more 
important and functional in ^Humber Three” by aiding eye move
ment o

The texture in this third painting is more spontaneous 
and fresh and, generally speaking, expresses a better feeling 
for paint than the previous works in this series, In addi
tion to achieving texture through brush work, I also scraped 
certain areas with a palette knife to expose layers of
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mnlerpainting in order t© gain terfemre'0

”Mtmber F our 5 n an 8 z 3© in eh painting, is the first ex
tremely elongated canvas of the series = The problems experi
enced on the last canvas are intensified on a canvas of this 
proportion* As in the previous panel, several coats of 
underpainting exist because of painting over poor starts 0 

The underpainting can be seen in the linear statement 
which-was scratched in with the point of a palette knife * Be
sides playing their part in the composition as a direction 
indicator, lines become decorative and also there seems to be 
a tendency to use them as a space-breaking device*

Again the texture seems to be spontaneous and fresh*
The movement over the canvas approximates a figure "8 *" 

Starting in the lower left, it extends itself diagonally up
ward to the upper right side, down to the lower right corner, 
up diagonally to the left side and then down, returning to 
the point of origin*

The fluctuation between brilliant reds and cooler neutral 
reds enhances the spatial quality and directs the path of 
movement*

The last panel, an elongated, 10 x 36 inch canvas, is the 
proper climax of the series» There is vast improvement evi
dent in a comparison of this painting with the first* The re
lationship between line, form, color, and texture seems to me 
to be more pleasant and significant than in any of the pre
vious paintings * The line quality,, assuming a happier'relation
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t© the wholes fmotions as an integral direction indicator» 
Texture, too, is well integrated with the whole, with fresh
ness and spontaneity clearly indicated. Heavy underpainting, 
dry hrush, and scratch narks are used to achieve texture.

Since a heavy underpainting exists on the canvas, occa
sionally I scratched in whole areas of -color.

The movement, two-dimensionally speaking, is negligible 
compared with the movement in and out of space, which is 
greater and more controlled in this'painting.

One of the advantages of working on elongated canvases 
is the opportunity for a greater range of interplay between 
the elements and parts to achieve movement and fluctuation 
through space. This being a larger canvas than the last 
elongated panel, I find there is more freedom and spontaneity 
which are conducive to creativeness. Hence this painting is 
more important than any of the previous ones.



a m o w a i m

The process of creating a painting that has we11= 
integrated parts by imposing order upon the elements of plas
tic means presents problems that are not unlike those experi
enced in an individual*s apprehension of environment, society, 
culture, and even the cosmos, imperfect as that understanding 
may bea Knowing that the goal of unity is achieved through 
order, the artist is able to gain insight into many of the 
world's problems, and his thoughts toward them are recorded 
in his art expression* Just how accurate and valid his com
mentary is. will not be known until time gives man sufficient 
perspective to evaluate the situation and expression. Then,
.and only then, will we know and fully understand the meaning
and importance of our efforts.

However, it is both desirable and healthy to speculate 
critically on the validity of the contemporary statements of 
art. A strong belief in the truth of. the .contemporary scene 
cam come only after this critical analysis, but even then the 
believe should not be dogmatic.

The ideas I have presented here are.not meant, in any
way, to be dogmatic. I have witnessed, in a short span,of 
months, a vast change in my concepts and a radical change in 
my art expression. Without a doubt the change has benefited
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me and my paintings,, It is my desire, not to sit "baek and 
admire my accomplishment s hut to strive for improvement and 
proficiency at all times„

ik  of Arizona Ubfitiy
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